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About This Game

The Deep Paths: Labyrinth Of Andokost is a first-person, dungeon crawling RPG, with traditional grid-based movement, and
active turn-based combat. Players explore a vast labyrinth filled with dangerous creatures, and hidden treasures, to unravel an

ancient mystery and deliver their city from harm’s way.

Featuring rich, 3D environments with an old-school, retro feel, this huge adventure pays a modernised homage to classic 80’s
and 90’s dungeon crawlers, such as “Dungeon Master” and “Lands Of Lore”.

Rich, 3D environments with high-quality art.

Tough, old-school combat, and traditional character levelling.
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Dozens of secrets to discover.

A light-hearted adventure that doesn't take itself too seriously.
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Great gameplay.
-Active Dev thats quick to bug fix and actually listens to the players.
-Cheap price for what you get.
If you own a VR headset, love space and want a decent survival game there is no reason to pass this game up.. this one is a little
hard than the other 2 i played on my cousin´s house but this is one of the best , i just think this game should take new adventures
in the modern days , like , "Commandos : War On Terror" or "Commandos : Desert Siege" , it would be a nice idea to make the
game in about 80s or 90s , in the gulf war or even fighting taliban , fighting Nazi for tree games , the history get a little bored
over the time. Really nice Concept and it is fun to play.
Using cat to extract files .... Well they could change that.
But of course the Game should be playable by everyone and it is easier that way.. This game is pretty good. The platforming is
tight and the mechanics are nice and varied. The art style is something else so love it or hate it. It is a good platformer so if that
is your thing, you should pick up this game.. It's a fun little game, but not exactly something most will be able to get 50+ hours
out of. The building is awkward, but the concept is cool. It's good for a while.
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Quite good but still glitchy:
If you re-place the blue end of the portal, you get free money which can mess up the game quite a bit.
And, i would like to be able to reset the game (all money, achievements and high score).

But i would still recommend it, very fun.. Write a review for Warframe: Equilibrium Pinnacle Pack
Please describe what you liked or disliked about this game and whether you recommend it to others.
Please remember to be polite and follow the Rules and Guidelines.. I liked the effort made trying to link it to Murakami's stories
but unfortunately it felt like it affected the gameplay too much and felt to me like the events were random and not really related
to my success whilst many of the puzzles did not make sense to me and made me very frustrated.. Pros
-Fun Contra style gameplay
-Great pixel art
-Cool soundtrack
Cons
-Menus are somewhat confusing without text
-Incredibly short (It took me and my brother 1.3 hours to beat it on medium difficulty)

OVERALL: It's a very fun game despite having a small amount of content. 8\/10
. I was thrilled when I realised I would need to make the pen and paper scratchings of a mad person to solve these puzzles.
The game is unnerving and mysterious. It contains the brilliance of old adventure games and won't pull its punches when it
comes to puzzle solving. The story is linier and the perfect length, if you trust in the game design you won't get lost. All the
puzzles feel individually engaging and many have that perfect ' ah ha' moment that make you feel like you're a genius. The story
is tricky so pay attention, you are very much a detective!
The game made me think of Myst and, Riven, The Vanishing of Ethan Carter, Gone home, Firewatch and The Room series.
The mood is tense, the world is beautiful and it plays faster than your average 'walk em up' adventure game.

Thank you Midnight Hub, I hope we see more games in this genre from you. Your designer is very clever.
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